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About This Game

General Info

SLI-FI is a 2D planet platformer. It's all about jumping from planet to planet and collecting coins to unlock more worlds and
levels. While jumping from planet to planet you always have to get re used to the atmosphere because planets vary. Some

planets have high gravity, others really low gravity. Some planets even bounce you off or are made out of water and you can
jump through them.

Level Unlocks

You have to collect coins in the levels to unlock new worlds and more levels! Each level contains 3 coins you can find. Some are
harder to reach and some really easily.

Highscores

Every level starts with a score of 10.000. The longer it takes you to complete the level, the smaller your score will be.
Additionally you can make your score rise again by collecting coins, destroying barrels or doing cool tricks.

Physics

Every planet has his own atmosphere. Some are broken, stronger or weaker. As soon as the player enters an atmosphere, he will
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be attracted by this planet.

Co-op

Share your fun with a friend! You can play with one of your Steam friends and try to solve puzzles and finish the levels.

Future features

In future we will try to add following features to the game:

 Skins (near future)

 Leaderboards (near future)

 Individual controls (near future)

 More worlds, levels and planets (continuous)

 Trading cards (near future)

 Achievements (working on it)
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Title: SLI-FI: 2D Planet Platformer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
etaxoft
Publisher:
etaxoft
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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No game in my steam library is quite like Superfight. I have played the physical version for over a year now, and with my
collection of expansion decks steadily growing, I can easily say that it is one of my favorite games of all time. The digital
version of Superfight has taken the fun to an all-time high. The ability to play with people online is amazing, and with Twitch
viewers able to watch and VOTE in the games, I can't think of anything else that could make the game any better  other than a
rematch button and the ability to use alternate streaming platforms with the same functionality.. interesting to say the least. Idk
why achievement of this game it doesn't count at all. But, this game still fun to be played.. gt;Has more difficulty and style than
content and interesting mechanics.

Get on sale.. Arcade, mainly for kids, once you know the track you dont need to slow down, there is 4 tracks, and 3 cars (speed,
equilibrate and handeling) not really differents, accelerate and run, graphics are really basics, I give it a thumb up, I am nice,
dont expect to play it more than 30 minutes.... Sorry I thought I was paying for shampoo she's using... Cause that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 doing wonders for her!
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Finally I have furry tank. I'm really enjoying the game HOWEVER there is a major drawback in that the game is totally out of
focus, blurred so it takes a great deal of the fun out of it because you can't really see well where you're going. I have an
inteli7-7700K quad processor and an NVidia GTX 1080 graphics card and 32GB RAM. I am using an Oculus Rift. Perhaps
that's the problem. I don't know but it is very frustrating and I wish someone would address the issue... Soon. If this gets
corrected I will update my review.. A very fun little shooter with difficulty settings to fit anyone's taste and with decent enough
controls. Doesn't let you pause during gameplay however which is very annoying since the game itself is a little over 20 minutes
long. Not a fan of the locked resolution and anemic settings either.
Still it's worth the price.. Well, once Ubisoft actually gets their junk together and actually figure out how DRM works, maybe I
can play it. Another victim of the Uplay authentication problems.

Tried filling a ticket with their support team but they're as helpful as a brick is charming. The activation issue has been plaguing
Uplay games for years.

UPDATE:

@ZombieHunter had a useful workaround by closing Steam and trying to launch directly via Uplay; I can get past the
authentication screen but it just sits on a Connecting screen forever. After speaking with other people it looks like the TNG
DLC is causing problems with authentication. So until Ubisoft fixes this, if you're going to pick it up I'd just say get the base
game.. I WANT MY MONEY BACK.... this game is really really fun to play and i can not say i have seen any bug fullstop
looks amazing runs smooth lots of funny things spoiler alert when i first shot my self in the face very funny indeed stop thinking
should i buy should i not well the answer is you be pretty dumb not to its one of a kind 10\/10. Quick review: 2

### Metric ###
1- Garbage. :(
2- Did not fulfill the purpose.
3 - Ok, fulfilled the purpose.
4 - A good game!
5 - Just play and be happy. :). WARNING TO ALL LINUX USERS THERE IS NO VULKAN API SUPPORT, this game is
fun but the Linux port is OpenGL so performance is not the best on lower end and even some mid range systems at all, just hard
lock the game to 30fps, I have been enjoying this game alot but to be honest only got this to fill the gap to Dirt 4 comes to
Linux.. This is my first review of a game. It's pretty simple once you get the hang of it. this game will make you talk to yourself
a lot. Its more fun that way i think, All in all a good game. Not too much mind work involded. Tip: after the customer pays, you
can cut 2 steps out by taking the bag and hovering over the change and reciept.. I am not able to link this DLC with the game.
How to do this?
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